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ABSTRACT
‘People-nearby’ applications for meeting new people on-
line are some of the most popular examples of systems
that lead people from an online interaction to an of-
fline interaction. This paper provides a critical review
of available applications, and identifies three key prop-
erties that are essential for the applications: physical
location, identity management, and trust. The paper
suggests open research questions that can explain the
success of these applications and guide the design of
new technologies that encourage offline interactions.

INTRODUCTION
Does ubiquitous computing alienate people from their
physical surrounding, making it harder to use the physi-
cal environment to make new social connections? Schol-
ars such as Turkle [5] and Wellman [6] are arguing
that the constant connectivity brought on by ubiqui-
tous technologies are drawing people from their physical
environment. This trend can lead to a state in which
the urban space is not a “world of strangers” anymore,
with its unlimited opportunities to meet and interact
with new people. However, as the dynamics of creat-
ing new social relations is radically changing, there is
some evidence for the potential of ubiquitous comput-
ing to encourage people to meet and interact in the
physical space. One of the prominent examples is the
emergence of mobile applications that enable people to
discover and meet new people in their physical proxim-
ity. These “people-nearby” applications, used in social
contexts such as dating, making new friends and finding
new business partners, are the focus of this paper.

We refer to people-nearby applications as applications
that are primarily used to discover new people and to
interact with them, in the context of a the user’s physi-
cal environment. Some of the popular applications that
answer this criteria are detailed in Table 1, and are used
for dating (e.g., Grindr, Skout, and Badoo) and finding
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people for general social reasons (e.g., Highlight, Circle,
and Sonar.) It is important to note that in this paper we
focus on applications that are used mainly to meet new
people, rather than to allow users to share their location
with people they already know (i.e., Foursquare) or to
meet new people in the virtual realm (i.e., Facebook.)
These applications draw great interest from users: The
dating application Badoo proclaims to have more than
150 million users. Grindr, a dating application for ho-
mosexuals, has 4.1 million registered users, is active in
192 countries, and proclaims that users are logging in
8 times a day on average1. Almost all people-nearby
applications offer users a very similar set of user in-
teractions: an interface that shows the people profiles
according to their physical location (e.g., how far are
they from the user,) and a chat system that enables
users to interact with each other.

While people-nearby applications are very simple, they
are very relevant to understanding how offline inter-
actions can be encouraged. This short position paper
explores the research and design possibilities in people-
nearby applications. The paper provides a short overview
of the properties of these applications, focusing on three
central properties. We explain why these properties are
important for designing technology that encourage en-
counters, and suggest a set questions for future research.

PEOPLE-NEARBY APPLICATIONS
In this section we analyze these applications by three
dimensions: physical range, identity management, and
interaction management.

Physical Location
People-nearby applications are functioning in a physical
realm, in which users find each other largely according
to the users’ location and the physical distance between
them. Most applications show users within a 50 kilome-
ter range, on default. Some applications show the exact
location of users (e.g., Sonar,) others show just the city
(e.g., Badoo,) while others show just the distance from
the searcher (e.g., Skout and Grindr.)

1Interview with Grindr co-founder Scott Lewallen (April,
2011.)



Application Objective Profile Con-
straints

Recognized
Picture (%)

Badoo Dating Moderated pic-
tures

67%

Banjo Social Facebook and
Twitter

80%

Blendr Social None 30%
Grindr Dating Moderated pic-

tures
10%

Highlight Social Facebook 50%
SayHi Social None 10%
Sonar Social Facebook and

Twitter
100%

Skout Dating None 12%

Table 1. A list of prominent people-nearby applica-
tions. The application’s objective was collected from
their information on the application store. In profile con-
straints we check whether profile pictures are moderated
or whether the identity must be based on an existing so-
cial network. The picture recognizable proportion was
analyzed by observing the the people finder interface of
the applications. The examination was carried out in a
large city in Israel.

Identity Management
The way users present themselves and manage their
identity can teach us about the best ways to build ap-
plications that bring people together. Table 1 reveals
that some applications do not set any constraints on the
users profile, allowing users to craft pseudonymous iden-
tities, by uploading any photo and setting any personal
information. However, some applications require users
to login through Facebook or through other social net-
works, resulting in a ’fixed’ identity. Not surprisingly,
applications that exhibit a fixed identity tend to have
higher proportions of recognizable pictures and names.

Trust
The main mode of interaction between users in these
applications is through an online chat. Chat is a simple
and open-ended communication method, but it can be
effectively used to establish trust through an ongoing
boundary negotiation process. Investigating the prop-
erties of the unofficial chat ’protocol’ in people-nearby
applications, can teach us how communication meth-
ods can be bridge the trust divide in promoting offline
meetings.

A PATH TO OFFLINE ENGAGEMENT
What can people-nearby applications teach us about
engaging people in offline interactions with new social
relations? First, it is important to frame the problem.
Creating a new social relation is an action that combines
high gain with high risk, with the potential for social
embarrassment, emotional harm and physical risk2. In
applications that combine virtual and physical interac-
tion between users, these risks are amplified, and are
joined by online privacy risks [1].

Identity and trust are crucial for creating new social
2The recent reports regarding sexual assaults on Skout [4]
demonstrate how tangible this risk is.

relations. Some applications require a fully identifiable
profile, but most of them (and the most successful ones),
allow users to manage their identity in an open man-
ner. In open identity applications, some users have a
recognizable picture while others remain in obscurity.
This range of options can be seen as an example of flex-
ible boundary negotiation process, which is essential for
establishing social connections in the online space [3].
In people-nearby applications, users rely on one-to-one
communications to establish trust. The murky profiles,
which may be essential to a user when introducing her-
self to new social relation, are compensated by direct
communications. How users utilize the communication
is still an open, and intriguing, question. Understand-
ing how users use these straightforward mechanisms to
establish trust and to maintain privacy, can shed a light
on the challenges and opportunities involved in promot-
ing offline interactions.

People-nearby applications provide a bridge between
the physical space and the virtual space. The range
of possibilities in using physical location raises several
open research questions. First, what is the actual phys-
ical range that different groups of users find relevant
for communications and encounters? Specifically, in ur-
ban environments, searching for people who are in a
nearby location might have the potential of creating in-
teractions between people in different social groups. Do
these applications encourage interactions between peo-
ple who would not normally meet in purely physical or
virtual environments? Do people take advantage of this
ability, or do they filter people and interact only with
people from similar social and racial group? This sim-
ple investigation can unpack a more profound question:
can ubiquitous computing impact the type of social re-
lations people make?
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